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A snake in a graph is a simple cycle without chords. Denote by s(d) the length 
of a longest snake in the d-dimensional unit cube. We give a new proof of the 
theorem of Evdokimov that s(d)>12“, where I is a positive constant. 0 1988 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By a snake in a graph is meant a simple cycle without chords. For d> 2 
let I(d) denote the graph of the d-dimensional unit cube. The vertices of 
I(d) are the 2d d-tuples of binary digits; two vertices are joined by an edge if 
they differ in exactly one coordinate. Let s(d) denote the length of a longest 
snake in I(d). The problem of determining s(d) has its origins in the theory 
of error checking codes [lo] and has subsequently been shown to be of 
interest in connection with a number of applied problems. See [ 111 and 
[ 121, e.g., for further information on some of these applications. 
At the present time there is no formula for s(d); not even an asymptotic 
one. In fact, only live values of s have been determined. These are s(2) = 4, 
s(3) = 6, s(4) = 8, s(5) = 14, and s(6) = 26. Figure 1 shows a snake of length 
6 in I(3). It is known that s(7) 248 (see [9]) but according to [l, 21, it 
does not seem feasible, with present computer search techniques, to decide 
whether equality holds. With regard to upper bounds for s(d), it is 
relatively easy to prove that, for d34, s(d) <2d-1. However, further 
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FIG. 1. A snake in 43). 
improvements have been diflicult to achieve. The current record is held by 
Deimer [4] who showed that for d3 7 
s(d) d 2d- 1 - 
2”- 1 
d2--d-+7’ 
This improves earlier results of Douglas [5] and Larman (unpublished). 
In [lo] Kautz proved that 
s(d + 2) 3 2s(d) 
from which it follows that 
s(d) > A2d’2. 
(We use A throughout to denote a positive absolute constant. The value 
of 1, need not be the same at each occurrence.) Various authors published 
successively better lower bounds for s(d). See [3], [6], and [9], and the 
references in these papers. In [6] (see also [7] and [S]) Evdokomov 
proved 
s(d) > J2d. 
Thus the order of magnitude of s(d) is known. 
(1) 
The objective of this paper is to give a new proof of (1). Our argument 
seems to be considerably shorter and simpler than that of Evdokimov. 
We shall need some notation. If p is a vertex of I(d) and q a vertex of 
Z(c) then (p, q) denotes the vertex of I(d+ c) whose first d coordinates are 
those of p and whose last c coordinates are those of q. We use a similar 
notation if q is specified; e.g., (p, 0, 1) denotes the vertex of Z(d + 2) whose 
first d coordinates are those of p and whose last two coordinates are 0 and 
1. If A is a set of vertices of I(d) then (A, q) = {(p, q): p E A}. We also use 
this notation when A is a subgraph of Z(d) and we then call (A, q) a copy 
of A in I(d + c). The edges of (A, q) are, of course, defined in the natural 
way. The edge joining nodes X, JJ is denoted by [x, ~1. By an open snake 
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we mean a proper path any two non-consecutive vertices of which are not 
adjacent. If A is an open snake, A denotes A with its nodes listed in the 
reverse order. 
2. ACCESSIBLE SNAKES 
Suppose there exists a snake S= (x1, x2, . . . . x,} in Z(d) with the 
following additional features. (The reader should refer to Fig. 2.) 
(i) There exist integers a, /$ y, 6 satisfying ~13 1, b 3 c( + 6, y 3 /I + 6, 
6 3 y + 6, m > 6 + 6, and 12 pairwise non-adjacent nodes 
Y,, Ya+2, Ya+4, Yp, Yp+z, Yp+4, Y,, Yy+2, Yy+4, Y,> Yc5+2, Yci+4, 
not on S, such that for each v, y, is adjacent to X, and to no other vertex 
of S. 
(ii) Let XX= {x,, x a+2, &+4J, ye= {Yz>Ya+Z,Ya+4) and let x,2 
X,, X,, Y,, Y,, Y8 be defined similarly. Let X= X, u XP u X, u X, and 
FIG. 2. An a-snake. 
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Y= Y,u YPu Y,u Y,. Let p, VE (cc,p,y,6}, p#v. Then if UE Y, and 
b E Y, there is an open snake S(a, b) = {a, w, . . . . z, b) joining a and b. 
S(a, b) does not contain any points of Y other than a and b and does not 
contain any points of S. Furthermore, no points of S(a, b), other than w  
and z, are adjacent to any points of Y, a is the only point of Y adjacent to 
w, and b is the only point of Y adjacent to z. 
We note that, since we may suppose S(b, a) = S(a, b), there are 54 such 
open snakes; 9 for each of the 6 pairs ,E, v. We denote the collection of open 
snakes by Y. The subgraph K of Z(d) determined by S, the edges [x,, y,], 
and the open snakes S(a, b) will be called an accessible snake or an a-snake. 
The nodes in Xv Y are called access nodes and the edges [Ix,, y,] are 
called access edges. We write K= (S, X, Y, 9). If m is the length of the 
snake S and IZ is the largest integer such that each member of Y has length 
at least n, then m + IZ will be called the size of the u-snake K. We denote by 
f(d) the largest integer t for which there is an a-snake of size t in Z(d). 
We give an example of an u-snake in Z(d), d> 8. Let Z= (zi, z2, . . . . zm> 
be a snake in Z(d- 2). We may suppose m > 26. For non-adjacent points z,, 
and z, of Z let Z,, be an open snake joining zP and z,. Let x, = (z,, 0,O) 
and let S= (xi, x2, . . . . x,), so that S is a snake in Z(d). Let y, = (z,, 1,O). 
Let x = 1, b = 7, y = 13, 6 = 19, and let X,, Y,, etc., have the meaning given 
in the general definition. Let S(yN, yV) be the open snake obtained as 
follows: start at y,, traverse the edges [(zP, 1, 0), (zP, 1, 1)], [(z,, 1, l), 
(z~,, 0, l)], the open snake (ZgV, 0, I), and the edges [(z,, 0, l), (z,, 1, l)], 
C(z,, 1, 11, (z,, 1,011, ending at Y,. It is easy to check that all of the 
conditions defining an a-snake are satisfied. 
We remark that if there is a snake of length m in Z(d - 2) whose. trans- 
ition sequence is such that its first d - 2 terms are distinct, then any two 
points of Z(d-2) which differ in t coordinates may be joined by an open 
snake of length m - t + 1. Thus, in particular, we may ensure that the open 
snakes in the example have length at least m - d + 7. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
We now formulate our main result: 
THEOREM. The following inequality holds for all d 2 8: 
f(d+ 3) 3 8f(d) + 9. (2) 
Before proving the theorem we indicate how (1) may be derived from it. 
From (2) it follows that f(d) > /22d for d> 8. Let K be an a-snake of 
maximal size f(d) = m + n in Z(d). Here m and n have the meaning given in 
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Section 2. If m > if(d) we are through since m is the length of a snake in 
Z(d). If m <if(d) then n > if(d). Since n is the length of an open snake A 
in Z(d), it follows that if a is the initial point and b is the terminal point of 
A then (A, 0, 0), (b, 0, l), (A, 1, l), (a, 1,O) is a snake of length 2n +2 in 
Z(d + 2) and (1) again follows. 
Proof of the theorem. Let K= (S, X, Y, 9) be an u-snake of maximal 
size f(d) in Z(A). Let pI = (0, 0, 0), p2 = (1, 0, 0) p3 = (1, 1, 0), p4 = (1, 1, l), 
ps= (1, 0, l), p6= (0, 0, l), p,= (0, 1, l), ps = (0, 1, 0). Note that 
H= {p1,p2,p~,p4,p5,p6,p,,ps) is a Hamilton cycle in Z(3). It will be 
useful to think of Z(d+ 3) as being built up from eight d-dimensional sub- 
cubes Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . . 8, where Ci = (Z(d), p,). In Ci there is a copy of K, 
namely (K, pi). See Fig. 3. We shall call an edge of Z(d-t 3) of the form 
[(a, p,), (a, pi)], where [p,, pj] is an edge of Z(3) and a is a. vertex of Z(d), a 
transition edge. 
We now show how to construct an a-snake K’ = (S’, X’, Y’, Y’) in 
Z(d + 3) of size at least 8f(d) + 9 
The Snake S’ 
Roughly, the idea is as follows: S’ is constructed by choosing in the odd- 
numbered Ci an open snake obtained from (S,p,) by deleting a node 
separating two access nodes, and by choosing in each even-numbered Ci 
one of the members of (9,~~). Our definition of an u-snake is such that it 
is possible, if the choices are made in a suitable way, to link these eight 
open snakes via access and transition edges so as to give a snake of length 
4f(d) + 4 in Z(d+ 3). The normal definition of S’ is as follows. The reader 
FIG. 3. Eight copies of K in I(d+ 3). 
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will find it useful to refer to Figs. 2, 3, and 4. We abbreviate access edge to 
a-edge and transition edge to t-edge. 
Start at (x, + 2, pl) and traverse, in the order indicated, the following: 
the portion of (S,p,) joining (xcr+?,pl) to (x,,pl), 
the a-edge C(x,, PJ, bwdl and te t-edge KJL PA (Y,, ~~11, 
the open snake (S(Y,, yB+d, p2), 
the t-edge C(Y~+~,P~L (Y~+~,P~I and the a-edge [(Y~+~,P~), 
the portion of (Xp,)joiniw (x~+~,PJ to Wp+4,~3), 
the a-edge C(XP+~,P~), (Y~+~,P~)I and the t-e&e C(Y~+~,P~), 
(Yp+‘l, P‘JI, 
the open snake (S(Y~+~, Y~+~),P~, 
the t-edge C(Y~+~,PJ~ (Y,+~~PJI and the a-edge [(Y~+~,P~), (x~+~,P~)I, 
the portion of (S,p,) joining (x~+~,P~) to (x,,p,), 
the a-edge C(x,,~d, (Y,,PJI and the t-e&e C(Y,,P~), (v,,~dl, 
the open snake (S(Y,, yB+J, pd, 
the t-edge [(YP+~,P~~ (YB+z,P~)I and the a-e&e Cbp+2,~7), 
the portion of (S, p,) joining (x~ + *, p,) to (xP, p7), 
the a-eke C(xp, ~~1, (Y~,P~)I and the t-e&e Cbsv ~~1, ha, ~11, 
the open snake (S(yp, ~~+d, 1-4, 
the t-e&e C(Y,+~,PSX (Y~+z,A)I and the a-edge C(Y,+~,P~X 
(x 1+2>Pl)l. 
FIG. 4. The snake S’ and the new access nodes and edges 
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It is a straightforward matter to verify, using (i) and (ii), that S’ is 
a snake in I(d+ 3). Note, however, that not all of (ii) is needed. In 
constructing S’ one traverses four copies of S with a point deleted, four 
copies of members of y, and eight additional access nodes. The length of 
S’is thus m’34(m-l)+4n+8=4f(d)+4. 
The Sets X’ and Y’ 
The sets Xh, Y&, etc., and the “new” access edges are shown in Fig. 4. 
They are denoted thus: “I.” It is easy to check that (i) is satisfied. 
The Set 9’ 
Each new open snake is obtained by taking in the even-numbered Ci a 
copy of S with a point separating two access nodes deleted and in the odd- 
numbered Ci a copy of a member of Y. These may be linked up via access 
edges and transition edges to yield an open snake of length at least 
4f(d) + 5 and it is possible to do this so that (ii) is satisfied. There are six 
(classes of) open snakes that must be constructed. These are shown in Figs 
5-10. We write out a formal description in one case only. The formal 
descriptions in the other five case may be read off easily from the 
appropriate diagram. 
Let w  E YL and z E Yb. The open snake S’(w, z) is formed by starting at 
w  and traversing in the order indicated the following (see Fig. 5): 
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(’ the a-edge C(X,+~,P~, (Y,+,,P,)~ and the t-edge C(Y~+~,P~),I’~+~,P~)~, 
‘the t-edge C(Y~+~,P,), (Y y+2T~2)1 and the a-edge C(Y~+~~P~), (x,+~,P~~I, 
the portion of (S, PA joining (x~+~,P~) to (x,+~,P~), 
the a-edge C(X.~+~,PJ, (.Y~+~,P~ II and the t-edge C(Y~+~,P~), (.Y~+~,P~)I. 
the open snake (S(Y~+~, Y~+APA 
the f-edge C(Y~+~,P~), (Y~~+~,P~)I and the a-edge C(Y~+~,P~)(X~+~,P~)~, 
the portion of (S, p4) joining (xP+ ?, p4) to (xg, p4), 
the a-edge C(xp, ~~1, bP, PJI and the t-edge C(Y~,PJ, bs, ~~11, 
the open snake joining (yB,p3) to z. 
the open snake joining w to (JJ~+~, pl), 
the t-edge C(Y~+~~P~)~ (Y~+~,P~I and the n-edge C(Y~+~~P~, (~,+~,pdl, 
the portion of (S,p6) joining (x,+~,P~ to (x~+~,P~), 
the a-edge C(x,+,~~d (Y,+,,P,)~ and the f-edge C(Y~+~,P~), (.Y~+~,P,)I~ 
the open snake (%J~+~, Y~+~),P,), 
the =dge C(Y,+.+,P,)~ (Y,+.+,P,)~ and the a-edge C(Y~+~,P~, (x~+~,P~I, 
the portion of (S,p,) joining (x,+,,p8) to (.~~+~,p~), 
It is a straightforward matter to check that this is an open snake joining 
w  and z. The reader should note that the full force of (ii) is used at the 
place marked (*). Here we have to enter C, a second time and we need to 
know that the open snake joining w  to (~%+~,p~) does not come within 
unit distance of ( y, + z, p 1 ). The open snake S’(w, z) satisfies (ii). In con- 
structing S’(w, z) we traverse four copies of S with a point deleted, four 
copies of members of Y, and nine additional access nodes. The length of 
S’(w, z) is thus at least 4(nz - 1) + 4n + 9 = 4f(d) + 5. This is also a lower 
bound for the lengths of the snakes in the remaining five groups, as can be 
seen from Figs. 610. It is a straightforward matter to verify that all mem- 
bers of Y’ satisfy (ii). Thus K’ = (S’, X’, Y’, 9’) is an u-snake in Z(d+ 3) 
of size at least 8f(d) + 9. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We indicate now how one may obtain a specific value for A. In [ 11, there 
is an example of a snake of length 26 in Z(6) with transition sequence 
starting 123456... . Thus, by the remark made at the end of Section 2, there 
is an a-snake in Z(8) with m = 26 and n > 25. It now follows from our 
general construction that if ds 2 (mod 3), then (1) holds with A = 0.102. 
Also, [l] gives an example of a snake in Z(7) whose transition sequence 
begins 1234567... . Thus in Z(9) there is an a-snake with m = 48 and n > 44. 
It follows from our main result that if d = 0 (mod 3) that (1) holds with 
1, = 0.091. Furthermore, in [l] there is an example of a snake of length 86 
in Z(8) whose transition sequence begins 12345678... . Thus there is an 
u-snake in Z( 10) with m = 86 and n > 83. It now follows that if d E 1 
(mod 3) then (1) holds with ;1= 0.083. 
It is clear that by choosing the initial a-snakes more efficiently one may 
do better. For example, in the case d= 2 (mod 3), it is possible to show 
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FIG. 6. S’(W, ;), WE Y;, ZE Y; 
FIG. 7. S’(W, z), WE Y;, ZE Y;. 
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FIG. 8. S’(W~, z), WE Y;, ZE Y;. 
FIG. 9. S’(w, z), WE Y;I, ZE r; 
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FIG. 10. S'(w, z), WE Y;, ZE r;, 
that (1) holds with 11=0.131. We have verified that in J’(S) there is an 
u-snake with m = 26 and n = 41. The result then follows from our general 
theorem. In [7, 81 it is shown that (1) holds with II=O.125. For the other 
two congruence classes we have not been able to achieve this value via our 
method, although we can improve slightly the values given in the preceding 
paragraph. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We make some comments which compare our construction with those of 
Danzer and Klee [3 J and Evdokimov [6]. Danzer and Klee start with a 
snake S of maximal length in I(d) and a Hamiitonian cycle p, , pz, . . . . pzf in 
Z(c). Then, if Ci = (I(d), pi) and 2 < c<d, it is shown thal one may find 
open snakes of length s(d) - 1 in C2,- i, and single points in Czi, 
i = 1,2, . . . . 2”- ‘, which may be linked up so as to give a snake of length 
2’- ‘s(d) in I(d+ c). The open snake in C1 is S with a point deleted and the 
remaining open snakes are obtained by deleting a point from each of 2d-1 
snakes obtained from S by applying to I(d) suitable symmetry operations 
of the group of symmetries of I(d). Thus, roughly, a lot of space in I(d+ c) 
(namely, that in the even-numbered d-dimensional subcubes) is not being 
used. This would not matter if the condition 2 <cd d could be dropped, 
but this condition is eseential to their argument. However, by working with 
a more complicated object-the u-snake-we arrange to have each of the 
eight d-dimensional subcubes of Z(d+ 3) carry roughly the same proportion 
of the points of the snake. 
In [6], Evdokimov formulates the problem as follows: Let Z= { 1,2, . . . . d} 
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and consider Z as an alphabet. A cycle pl, p2, . . . . pk in I(d) may be 
described by specifying p1 and a word z1z2. .. zk made up of letters (not 
necessarily distinct) of the alphabet 2; where zi denotes the coordinate in 
which pi differs from pi+ 1 (subscripts taken modulo k). Represent the word 
ZIZZ”.Zk by k equispaced points on the circumference of a circle. It is then 
a simple exercise to show that the cycle is a snake if and only if any arc of 
the circle which contains at least two and at most k - 2 letters of zlzz.. . zk 
contains at least two letters an odd number of times. Evdokimov starts 
with a word which represents a Hamilton cycle in I(d) and gives a 
procedure by which one may imbed in this word letters from a new 
alphabet with c letters so that the resulting word has the desired property. 
It is shown that it is possible to do this so that c is independent of d, 
provided d > d,, and this implies (1). 
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